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Abstract – In 1970, a Bronze Age necropolis in the village of Velebit to the north of Vojvodina was fully explored, but has
remained unpublished until today. Apart from possessing all of the features of a Hügelgräber culture complex, some finds indicate
connections to the Belegi{ – Cruceni culture, developed at the very south of the Carpathian basin. In this paper, we shall present
only some of the most attractive finds from the necropolis, including jewellery made of bronze sheets. They include
spiral greaves, a belt and finger-rings. The remaining finds shall be presented in a monograph that is being planned.
Key words – Necropolis, Late Bronze Age, Hügelgräber culture, Belegi{ culture, greaves, belt, finger-rings.

part from the huge contribution to the knowledge of the topic of the Early Iron Age in the
territory of the Balkans and Serbia, R. Vasi}
also made huge contributions to studying the Bronze
Age in the Balkans. In the volume Die Nadeln im
Zentralbalkan (Vojvodina, Serbien, Kosovo und Makedonien) from the series Prähistorische Bronzefunde, he
published decorative pins from the Velebit necropolis,
on the periphery of the village of Velebit, in the vicinity
of Kanji`a (northern Ba~ka).1 On this occasion, we
present jewellery made of bronze sheets. Besides the
highest production techniques being applied, it also
represents rare, but not unique, bronze products of the
Kozsider horizon of the Middle Bronze Age in the territory of Serbia.
Hügelgräber culture, or The Tumulus Culture, extended over a wide area from the Rhine in the west to

A

the Carpathian basin in the east, Czechia in the north
and Ba~ka and western Serbia in the South of Europe.2
If we presume that the north-western parts of Pannonia
represented the core of this cultural manifestation, other
regions show local features in such numbers that they
resemble different cultures. This depended on the power
of newly arriving communities that mixed with local
populations.3 Numerous metal finds that possess characteristics of the Kozsider horizon during the Bronze Age
in the Carpathian basin show superiority made through
the trade and exchange of high quality bronze weapons

1 Vasi} 2003, 22, 31, 33, 38; Taf. 8/101; 10/152; 11/165; 14/202,
203; 15/204, 205.
2 Tasi} 1972, 94.
3 Tasi} 1972, 95.

The paper represents the results of the projects Archaeology of Serbia: cultural identity, integration factors, technological processes and the
role of central Balkans in development of European prehistory (OI 177020) and Cultural changes and population migrations in early prehistory of the central Balkans (OI 177023) financed by the Ministry of Education, Science and Technological Development of the Republic
of Serbia.
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Map 1. Most important Bronze Age sites and necropoles in the north of Serbia
Karta 1. Najva`niji lokaliteti i nekropole bronzanog doba na severu Srbije

and jewellery.4 In Vojvodina and in northern Banat
there is a higher density of cemeteries of this cultural
group.5 The term “Tumulus Culture” should be accepted
only conditionally, since the deceased were buried both
in flat graves and under grave mounds or tumuli.
The Tumulus Culture necropolis is situated on the
southern outskirts of the village of Velebit, in Ba~ka
(Map 1). It was excavated on several occasions, in 1953,
1954 and 1956, but the rescue excavation was finally
ended in 1970. During the village road construction,
Bronze Age graves were discovered, but also some Iazyges graves from Antiquity. The initial excavation took
place without expert archaeological supervision (for
about a week or two) and it resulted in the discovery of
three graves. The main focus was on collecting gravegoods that came into the possession of the local people. Owing to financial support from the Smithsonian
Institute in the USA, after fifteen years, the large scale
excavation took place.6 On that occasion, 108 graves
were discovered. Of that number, 77 graves belonged to
the Bronze Age, while the remaining graves belonged
to Antiquity. During the Bronze Age, at the necropolis
Velbert there were two kinds of burials; 43 burials were
cremations and 34 represented skeletal burials. After
having gained an insight into all of the finds, one can
notice differences both in burial rites and in quantity and
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quality of grave-goods. They included pottery, jewellery
and weapons made of bronze. Detailed analyses of the
burial rite will be presented in a monograph about this
necropolis, which is currently being prepared. In this
paper, we will present some of the most attractive pieces
of jewellery made of bronze sheets, unearthed in skeletal graves and most likely belonging to women.
Information about the spiral greaves from grave
number 80 of the Velebit necropolis can be found in
“Gra|a za imonografiju Sente”7 by L. Szekere{ and in the
study “Der Hortfund von Bühl und seine Beziehungen”
by K-F. Rittershofer8, but also in J. Koledin, in the paper
entitled “Ostava bronzanih predmeta iz Hetina”.9
The bronze belt is mentioned once in the monograph
“Gürtelhaken, Gürtelbleche und Blechgürtel der Bronzenzeit in Mitteleuropa” by I. Kilian-Dirlmeier, but only
as information gained indirectly.10

4

Coles and Harding 1979, 102.
Trogmayer, Sekeres 1965, 21; Karta II.
6 Sekeresz 1971, 46–50.
7 Sekeresz 1971, 46–50.
8 Rittershofer 1983, 252.
9 Koledin 2001–2003, 32.
10 Kilian-Dirlmeier 1975, 101, 102.
5
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Fig. 1. Greaves from Grave 80
(drawing by A. Kapuran)
1

According to the field diary from the 3rd of August
1970, it was noticed that the spiral greaves (Fig. 1–2)
were discovered in situ, on the lower legs of a skeleton
from the devastated grave 80. In the same grave, a twohandled beaker typical for the Belegi{ culture (the socalled “Pannonian” beaker) was unearthed, along with
two crescent-shaped bronze pin fasteners (Plate I/1–2),
appliqués made of circular calotte-shaped pieces of
bronze sheets (Plate I/3–4) and rings made of wound
bronze wire (Plate I/5–7). According to their position
within the grave, the rings were most likely worn on
the toes. On the front side of the greaves there was a

2

Sl. 1. Nanogvice iz groba 80
(crte`: A. Kapuran)

thickening in the shape of a plastic rib positioned along
its axis. The back side is flat and the endings possess
extra decoration in the shape of bronze wire wound
into a spiral. The cross-section of the wire is rhombic.
The decoration on the parts made of bronze sheet consists of punctuated zigzag lines on one part of the
greaves and an ongoing, punctuated line along the
edge of another greave part. The greaves show traces
of repair, actually the connecting of separated parts
with a bronze ring (Fig. 3). According to the drawings
from the field diary, made immediately after these discoveries, on spirally wound endings made of wire there

Fig. 2 and 3. Greaves from Grave 80, fig. 3 – traces of reparation (photo by R. Ramadanski)
Sl. 2 i 3. Nanogvice iz groba 80, sl. 3 – detaq (foto: R. Ramadanski)
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Fig. 4. Grave 94
(photo: documentation
of Senta City Museum)
Sl. 4. Grob 94
(foto: dokumentacija
Gradskog muzeja u Senti)

were rings belonging to a chain (Fig. 1). On one of the
greaves, besides the chains, there was also a ring made
of bronze sheet, most likely separated during the conservation processes.
Understanding the function or symbolic meanings
of greaves connected with chains is difficult, since it is
not easy to identify what they could have represented.
Since they belong to female costume, we can presume
that the chains symbolically represented connections of
a wife to her husband or to her home. If we would apply
marriage symbols from a modern perspective to the
ring on the greaves from Velebit, attached to a chain, it
might just underline the connection between a wife
and her husband. S. Bergerband considers that during the
Bronze Age, a male warrior would, ideally, have a wife
waiting for him at home while he was away fighting
wars, and this is somehow reflected in this costume, designed in such a way to prevent women from moving
around.11 We presume that the opinion is also plausible
that spiral greaves could have possessed the character
of a charm, actually of an object with spiritual powers
that limit the free movement of a woman.12
The spirally bent greaves made of bronze sheets
discovered in grave number 80 would belong to the
type Regelsbrunn,13 spread across a wide area from
northern Germany to Poland and further on along the
Danube valley, all the way to Banat and Ba~ka.14 They
are equally represented in grave contexts and in hoards.
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The earliest examples are encountered in the Kozsider
horizon of the Middle Bronze Age in Middle Europe
and they remained in usage until Ha A,15 actually until
the horizon of bronze hoards. Parallels closest to the
Velebit examples can be seen on greaves from Nagykajdács16 and Rácegre.17 Some authors consider that
the centre of their production ought to be sought in the
western Carpathian basin.18 On the territory of Vojvodina, parallels for spiral greaves can be found in the
hoard from Hajdukovo. The only difference is that the
example from this hoard bears a somewhat narrower
ornament. Regarding its profilations (the flat back side),
it would chronologically belong to a younger period.19
From the nearby areas, greaves made of bronze sheets
without spirally wound endings (the older variant) are
found in the Lovas20 hoard from eastern Slavonia. Z.

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Bergerbrant 2007, 101, 102.
Putica, Koledin, Aleksi} 2017, 114.
Rittershofer 1983, 252.
Rittershofer 1983, Abb 21.
Kovácz 1997, 261.
Schumacher-Matthäus 1985, 117; Taf. 60/1.
Hänsel 1968, 94; Taf. 26/28, 29.
Koávcz 1997, 262.
Koledin 2001–2003, T. IV/4.
Vinski 1958, II/1.
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Vinski dates this hoard to Br C, actually in its older
phase, with stronger influences of the Middle Bronze
Age.21 Similar greaves were discovered at the site of
Ribnjak–Kolut, near Sombor, in Ba~ka, belonging to the
phase MD II of the Bronze Age, according to Hänsel.22
Besides greaves, in the skeletal grave number 80
there were certain elements that indicate the existence
of a cultural overlapping of newcomers and the autochthonous populations. The influences are best illustrated with a “Belegi{”-type, double-handled beaker on
a tall cylindrical foot, decorated with volutes along the
rim and white incrustation on its black-polished surface
(Plate I/8). While the greatest percentage of pottery
production represented at the Velebit necropolis shows
characteristics of the Tumulus Culture in Pannonia and
Middle Europe,23 this beaker shows closest parallels
with a find from grave number 87 of the necropolis of
Stoji}a Gumno, near Belegi{.24 It is dated into the later
phase of this culture by N. Tasi}.25 While in southern
Pannonia it is typical for the Tumulus and the Belegi{
cultures to overlap in such a large way that one can
hardly distinguish products of one from the other,26 the
spread of influences of the Belegi{ culture into the south
can easily be recognised in the cemeteries of the Drina
and western Morava valleys. If we are guided according to stylistic and typological characteristics of pottery and bronze production (primarily of jewellery)
discovered within the graves of deceased buried under
grave mounds, this would refer to cemeteries with features of the Beloti} – Bela Crkva and Dobra~a – Mojsinje horizons.27
Two pin fasteners from grave number 80 (Plate I/
1–2) are regarded as representatives of the evolution of
chronologically somewhat older crescent-shaped pendants. As far as the crescent-shaped pendants are concerned, according to finds from the Zsadány necropolis, A. Mozsolics determines them into phase B III of the
Bronze Age.28 Necklaces with crescent-shaped pendants can also be seen on numerous anthropomorphic
figures, like the one from Glamija.29 This jewellery
would also belong to items of bronze production performed according to the model taken from Kozsider
bronze production in the Carpathian basin.30 In the
case of grave number 80, two variants of pin fasteners
can be found, which prevent the needle from dropping
off, thus avoiding injury to the owner. This is further
analysed in the smallest detail in the monograph by D.
Jovanovi}.31 The first variant from grave 80 includes a
crescent-shaped pin fastener of a rhombic cross-section and with a perforation in the middle, decorated on
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both sides with thickenings (Plate I/1). The second
sample is a variant of a crescent-shaped pin fastener
with a small tube on top, fragmented in this case, but
also perforated (Plate I/2). Casting moulds kept in the
Subotica Museum, Velebit and one find in Velesnica,
allow us to conclude that crescent-shaped pin fastener
could have also been produced in the territory of
Serbia.32
Many decades ago, O. Trogmayer and L. Szekeres,
just like I. Bona and A. Mozolisc, considered that the
penetration of the Tumulus Culture into Pannonia could
be reconstructed by analysing the distribution of bronze
sheet belts with a hook.33 They presumed that belts
made of bronze sheets represented parts of a female
costume, and one such belt was discovered at the Velebit necropolis. It was discovered in grave number 94
(Fig. 4), on August 11th 1970, with the remains of a
skeletal burial and only the bones of upper limbs being
preserved. In the field diary there are notifications that
inform us about another possible belt fragment made
of bronze sheet from grave 61. However, this piece cannot be identified among the finds’ inventory.
The belt from grave 94 is 1.08 m long and is almondshaped, since it runs thinner towards its endings. One
of the endings has a hook, while the other one bears
perforations (Fig. 5). The belt was discovered in situ,
unmoved and in the place that could anatomically be
the deceased’s waist. As previously mentioned, only
the skeleton’s lower arms and fingers remained intact.
Among other grave-goods, in the chest area, there were
two pins of the Petschaftkopfnadel type, their heads
facing downwards. Further finds included three fingerrings made of bronze sheets, two bracelets with opened
endings, fifteen saltaleons, eight snail shells (most likely parts of an bracelet) and a plate made of gold sheet

21

Vinski 1958, 26.
Putica, Koledin, Aleksi} 2017, 106.
23 Trogmayer, Szekeres 1965, 23.
24 Vrani} 2002, 141.
25 Tasi} 1983, 100; Fig. 57a–b.; Tasi} 1974.
26 Tasi} 1983, 88.
27 Tasi} 1983, 96.
28 Mozolosc 1967, 153, 187; Taf 70/4–6.
29 Letica 1972, T. IV/3.
30 Kovacz 1984, Taf. XCVIII/2.
31 Jovanovi} 2010, 55.
32 Tasi} 1974, v. 146; Szekeres 1971: 48; Vasi}, Ercegovi}Pavlovi}, Mini} 1984, 125, sl. 110/4.
33 Trogmayer, Szekeres 1968, 17.
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Fig. 5. Belt from Grave 94 (drawing by A. Kapuran)
Sl. 5. Pojas iz groba 94 (crte`: A. Kapuran)

Fig. 6. Belt from Grave 94, traces of reparation (photo: documentation of Senta City Museum)
Sl. 6. Pojas iz groba 94, detaq (foto: dokumentacija Gradskog muzeja u Senti)

(now missing from the Senta City Museum collection).
The entire grave-good set from grave 94 determines it
as one of the richest ones at the Velebit necropolis.
The bronze sheet belt is decorated in a double
technique of punctuation and carving. The punctuated
ornaments are comma-shaped and they are positioned
along the belt’s edges (Fig. 6), while the endings are decorated with a row of carved ovals (Fig. 5). The spaces
between the ovals are filled with lattice. An almost
identical position of rows of circles and parallel lines
can be seen on the belt fragment from the DorozsmaÁtokháza necropolis.34 The central motif of the belt
from grave number 94, also the most damaged one, has
the shape of a meander consisting of triple lines. The
meander-shaped ornament shows parallels with belts
discovered at the cemeteries of Chotin,35 Szentes,36
Molzbach,37 Zala and Tápé.38 Apart from the example
from grave number 94, the only other find of such a
belt to the south of the Sava and the Danube was discovered in Kriva Reka, in western Serbia.39
The last type of thin, bronze, sheet jewellery from
Velebit presented in this paper are finger-rings. Fingerrings are divided into two basic variants: those made of
wound bronze wire (Plate I/5–6) and those made of
ribbon-shaped, thin bronze sheets (Plate II/21–23).

38

Among the jewellery finds from the Velebit necropolis, finger-rings made of bronze sheets represent an
important and well-represented grave-good. Apart
from undecorated pieces, there were those ornamented
with a single punctuated rib, but also with two or three
ribs. On some of the examples, the punctuated ribs
were additionally decorated with small oval bulges
(Fig. 7). Similar ways of decoration can be seen on finger-rings from graves 102 and 106 of the necropolis at
Tiszafüred.40 In grave 7 from the Velebit necropolis,
finger-rings made of thin bronze sheets were discovered in situ, on the fingers of a skeletally buried deceased (Fig. 7). In grave number 80, finger-rings made
of wound wire decorated the toes of the deceased, also
buried skeletally.

34

Kilian-Dirlmeier 1975, 101, Taf. 36/407; Sánta 2013, Fig. 1/7.
Mozsolisc 1973, Taf. 2/1d; Kilian-Dirlmeier 1975, Taf.
37/398; Furmánek 1979, Kat. 23–27.
36 Kilian-Dirlmeier 1975, Taf. 38/399.
37 Holste 1953, Abb. 9/20, Taf. 17/12.
38 Trogmayer 1975, 25,26.
39 Gara{anin 1967, 47, sl. 14.
40 Kovácz 1975, Fig. 9/b; Fig. 12/b.
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Fig. 7. Rings from the Velebit necropolis (photo by A. Kapuran)
Sl. 7. Prstewe sa nekropole Velebit (foto: A. Kapuran)

If we compare the relative chronology established
five decades ago and the newly gained absolute dating,
there are only small deviations connected both to the relative and absolute chronology of the Tumulus Culture
in the territory of Serbia. The crucial point for the appearance of Tumulus Culture in Vojvodina was the interruption of life in the Vatin settlements at the end of the
Middle and the beginning of the Late Bronze Age. At
that point, two separate groups, but of similar character, appear: one in the Tisza valley and the other in the
area of Srem, southern Banat and western Serbia (Belegi{).41 B. Hansel and N. Kalicz considered that the
beginning of the Tumulus Culture should be dated into
the phase Br B1 and that it lasted all the way until Br D
(actually during all of the phases MD II, MD III and
SD I).42 Regarding the stylistic and typological features of pottery production, N. Tasi} considered that
the Velebit necropolis represents a manifestation of the
southern or Carpathian variant of the Tumulus Culture
complex from the end of the 14th and the beginning of
the 13th century BC.43 R. Vasi} established a similar
chronology, considering that the Tumulus Culture in
the territory of Serbia can be determined into the period of the Middle Bronze Age or Br B and C,44 further

39

corresponding to the years 1600/1500–1200 BC, actually its second phase, as suggested by N. Tasi}.45 F.
Gogatlan considers that the Middle Bronze Age begins
immediately after the year 1500 BC,46 exactly at the
point when the Tumulus Culture reached southern Pannonia. Indirect proof of this is the distribution of greaves made of spirally wound sheets, which can be
traced from the Middle Bronze Age until the end of the
Bronze Age and the beginning of the Iron Age.47
Owing to the new absolute dating from the cemeteries at Paulje and Velebit, we are able to determine
with greater precision the chronological development
span of the Tumulus Culture in Serbia. The first AMS
date is related to carbonised remains of a wooden base
on which the skeleton of a younger deceased was placed,

41
42
43
44
45
46
47

Tasi} 1974, 234, 240.
Hänsel and Kovacz 1986, 69.
Tasi} 1974, 237, 239.
Vasi} 2003, 3; Vasi} 2010, 3.
Tasi} 2004, 31.
Gogatlan 2004, 131.
Kovácz 1997, 261.
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Fig. 8. Absolute date from Grave 107
Sl. 8. Apsolutni datum dobijen iz groba 107

buried in mound XVIII of the cemetery of Paulje, near
Loznica. In this case, the dating is determined as the
14th century BC.48 The second absolute date is connected to grave number 107 from the Velebit cemetery,
obtained from the cremated remains of a deceased ana-

lysed in the Isotoptech ZTR laboratory in Debrecen.49
The date obtained has the value 3601¯25, actually the
time span from 1407–1236 cal BC, with a 94% possibility (Fig. 8).50 This indicates that the cemeteries of
Velebit and Paulje were chronologically rather parallel
and that their dating is closest to the 14th century BC.
This dating corresponds most closely with the presumptions of N. Tasi} (Br B2–C).51
The Bronze Age necropolis of Velebit near Kanji`a
represents the only necropolis of the Tumulus Culture
in Serbia where most of its area has been investigated,
but remained unpublished until relatively recently. The
full excavation results obtained almost half a century
ago will soon be published in a common publication.
We dedicate this paper to its researchers L. Sekere{,
S. Foltny (Princeton University), N. Tasi}, M. Giri}, P.
Medovi}, A. Bankoff (USA), O. Sedovecky (USA), F.
Smith (USA), R. Pittony (Austria), Z. Pivovarova-Benkovsky (Austria), O. Trogmayer (Hungary), T. Kovács
(Hungary), Gy. Farkas (Hungary) and others.
Translated by Milica Tapavi~ki-Ili}

Starinar is an Open Access Journal. All articles can be downloaded free of charge and used in accordance with the licence
Creative Commons – Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Serbia (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/rs/).
^asopis Starinar je dostupan u re`imu otvorenog pristupa. ^lanci objavqeni u ~asopisu mogu se besplatno preuzeti
sa sajta ~asopisa i koristiti u skladu sa licencom Creative Commons – Autorstvo-Nekomercijalno-Bez prerada 3.0 Srbija
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/rs/).
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Gligori} et al. 2016, Fig. 3.
We owe our great gratitude to the director of the Institute of
Archaeology, Miomir Kora} Ph.D., who made it possible to obtain
this dating.
50 The team who performed the AMS dating consisted of:
Molnár M, Riny L, Veres M, Seiler M, Synal H–A, Environ
MICADAS: a mini 14C AMS with enhanced Gas Ion Source
Interface in the Hertelendi Laboratory for Environmental Studies
(HEKAL) Hungary. Radiocarbon Vol 55, Nr 2–3 2013, p. 338–344.
Molnar M, Janovic R, Major I, Orsovszki J, Gönczi R, Veres M,
Leonard AG, Castle SM, Lange TE, Wacker L, Hajdas I, Jull AJT.
Status report of the new AMS C14 sample preparation lab of the
Hertelendi Laboratory for Environmental Studies (Debrecen,
Hungary) Radiocarbon, Vol 55, Nr 2–3 2013, p. 665–676.
51 Tasi} 1974, 237, 239; Tasi} 1983, 88.
49
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NAKIT OD BRONZANOG LIMA
NA PRAISTORIJSKOJ NEKROPOLI U SELU VELEBIT KOD KAWI@E
Kqu~ne re~i. – nekropola, pozno bronzano doba, Hügelgäber kultura, Belegi{ kultura, nanogvice, pojas, prstewe.

Nekropola Hügelgäber kulture koja se nalazila ne{to ju`nije od sela Velebit u Ba~koj (karta 1) istra`ivana je u
vi{e navrata i to 1953, 1954. i 1956. godine, a za{titna istra`ivawa kona~no su zavr{ena 1970. godine. Prilikom
izgradwe seoskog puta otkriveni su grobovi iz bronzanog
doba, kao i Jaziga iz anti~kog perioda. Zahvaquju}i finansijskoj pomo}i Instituta Smitsonijan iz SAD-a, otkriveno je 108 grobova, od kojih je 77 pripadalo bronzanom dobu
(a ostali anti~kom periodu). Tokom bronzanog doba praktikovano je na ovoj nekropoli biritualno sahrawivawe, odnosno 43 sahrane pripadaju kremacijama, dok su 34 pokojnika sahrawena skeletno. Uvidom u celokupan materijal
mo`e se primetiti raznolikost kako u pogrebnom ritualu,
tako i u koli~ini i bogatstvu priloga koje su ~inile kerami~ke posude, nakit od bronze i bronzani no`evi. Podrobnije analize pogrebnog rituala bi}e tema budu}e monografije koja je u pripremi.
Prema grobnom zapisniku, spiralne nanogvice (sl. 1)
nalazile su se na potkolenicama skeleta u devastiranom
grobu 80, zajedno sa dvouhim peharom tipi~nim za belegi{ku
kulturu, sa dva lunulasta bronzana {titnika za iglu (tabla
I/1–2), aplikacijama od kru`nog kalotastog bronzanog lima (tabla I/3–4) i prstewem od spiralno savijene bronzane
`ice (tabla I/5–7). Sude}i prema crte`ima inventara napravqenim neposredno nakon wihovog otkri}a, na krajevima od spiralno savijene `ice nalazile su se alke lanca
(sl. 1), a na jednoj od nanogvica, osim lanca, nalazio se i
prika~en prsten od bronzanog lima, koji je najverovatnije
nestao prilikom konzervacije. Tuma~ewa koja se ti~u nanogvica povezanih lancima mogu biti raznovrsna. Budu}i
da spadaju u `ensku no{wu, mo`emo pretpostaviti da lanac simboli~ki predstavqa vezivawa `ene za supruga ili
dom u kome `ivi. U kontekstu skeletnog groba 80 mogu se,
pored nanogvica, videti i izvesni elementi koji ukazuju na
kulturna pro`imawa novoprido{lih zajednica i domoroda~kih populacija. Ovo se u prvom redu odnosi na belegi{ki dvouhi pehar na visokoj cilindri~noj nozi, ukra{en
volutama na obodu i belom inkrustacijom na crnogla~anoj
povr{ini (tabla I/8).
Pre vi{e decenija su O. Trogmayer i L. Szekeres, kao
uostalom i I. Bona i A. Mozsolisc, pretpostavili da se prodor Hügelgräber kulture u Panoniju mo`e rekonstruisati
ukoliko se prati distribucija pojaseva od bronzanog lima
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sa kukom za ka~ewe. Za taj sastavni deo no{we postoje pretpostavke da on iskqu~ivo predstavqa sastavni deo `enske
no{we, a na nekropoli Velebit je takav pojas otkriven samo u jednom slu~aju. Radi se o skeletno sahrawenoj individui u grobu 94 (sl. 4). Pojas iz groba 94 duga~ak je 1,08 m i
ima bademasti oblik, odnosno stawuje se prema krajevima,
od kojih se jedan zavr{ava kukom za ka~ewe a na drugom se
nalaze perforacije (sl. 5). Pojas je otkriven in situ, neporeme}en, i to na mestu gde je anatomski mogao da se nalazi
struk pokojnice. Od samog skeleta ostali su neporeme}eni
jedino podlaktice i prsti. Od ostalih priloga u grobu su
na|ene dve igle tipa Petschaftkopfnadeln, koje su se nalazile u visini grudi i bile su glavama okrenute nadole, zatim
tri prstena od bronzanog lima, dve narukvice otvorenog
tipa, 15 salteleona, 8 kauri pu`eva (verovatno delova narukvice), jedna plo~ica od zlatnog lima (koje nema u inventaru Gradskog muzeja u Senti) i nekoliko staklenih perli
(kojih tako|e nema u inventaru tog muzeja). Asambla` groba 94 svrstava taj grob u jedan od najbogatijih na nekropoli Velebit.
Slede}i tip nakita od bronzanog lima na nekropoli
Velebit predstavqa prstewe. Prstewe je zastupqeno u dve
osnovne varijante – ono od namotane bronzane `ice (tabla
I/5–6) i ono od trakastog tankog bronzanog lima (tabla II/
21–23). Prstewe od bronzanog lima na nekropoli Velebit
veoma je prisutno u grobovima i u najve}em broju slu~ajeva
dekorisano je iskucavawem jednog, dva ili tri rebra.
Zahvaquju}i novim apsolutnim datumima sa nekropola
Pauqe i Velebit, u mogu}nosti smo da sa ve}om sigurno{}u
odredimo hronolo{ki okvir u kome se razvijala Hügelgräber kultura u Srbiji. Prvi AMS datum odnosi se na karbonizovane ostatke drvene podloge na kojoj je le`ao skelet
mla|e osobe sahrawene u humki XVIII na nekropoli Pauqe
kod Loznice. U ovom slu~aju se radi o 14. veku pre n. e. Drugi apsolutni datum odnosi se na grob 107 na nekropoli Velebit, a dobijen je iz kremiranih ostataka pokojnika u laboratoriji Isotoptech ZTR u Debricinu. Dobijeni datum ima
vrednosti 3601¯25, odnosno vremenski opseg 1407–1236 cal
BC, sa 94% verovatno}e (sl. 8). To zna~i da su nekropole
Velebit i Pauqe vremenski sinhrone i da pripadaju XIV
veku pre n. e. Ovakvi rezultati najvi{e odgovaraju ranije
iznetim pretpostavkama N. Tasi}a – da se Hügelgräber kultura u Srbiji razvijala tokom perioda Br B2-C.
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Plate I – Grave 80 (drawings by A. Kapuran)
Tabla I – Grob 80 (crte`i: A . Kapuran)
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Plate II – Grave 94 (drawings by A. Kapuran)
Tabla II – Grob 94 (crte`i: A . Kapuran)
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